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Morphology Handout
1. Analytic.

1.1.  Most words are single morphemes (even for concepts like "we" which is both first

person and plural (i.e. two different concepts and two different words in an analytic

language).

1.2.  Mandarin Chinese.

1.2.1. [wò mën tan tcin]  'I plural play piano'

1.2.2. [wò mën tan tcin lë] 'I plural play piano past '

1.2.3. [ta da wò mën] 'S/he hit I plural '

2. Synthetic.

2.1. Synthetic languages combine several morphemes into single words.  How they combine

them determines what kind of synthetic language they are.

2.1.1. Hungarian

2.1.1.1. [òz èmber la…tjò ò kuca…t] 'the man sees the dog-object '

2.1.1.2. [òz kucò la…tjò ò èmbert] 'the dog sees the man-object '

2.1.1.3. [ò ha…zunk zold] 'the house-our green' Our house is green.

2.1.1.4. [ò ha…zòd zold] 'the house-your green' Your house is green.

2.1.2. Agglutinative

2.1.2.1. Swahili

2.1.2.1.1. nitakupenda 'I will like you' (literally ni 'I' ta 'future' ku 'second-person

object', penda 'like'; 'I will you like').

2.1.2.1.2. The parts which correspond to each concept or grammatical function

are clearly discrete (albeit joined) from the other elements in the word.

2.1.3. Fusional

2.1.3.1. Spanish

2.1.3.1.1. hablo (I am speaking), habla (S/he is speaking), hable‰ (I spoke), but

also hablamos (We are speaking), hablan (They are speaking).  What is
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the base for the suffixes. Plus something like -o means "first person

singular present tense."

2.1.3.1.2. The parts are more smashed together so that there is no clear

correspondence to concepts of grammatical functions.

2.1.4. Polysynthetic

2.1.4.1. Sora (a language of India)

2.1.4.2. [anin nam-  yò  -  te   -               n]                            

'he     catch  fish   non-past       do

He is fish-catching; he is catching fish. (which incorporates the object into

the verb, [namyòten] is one word).

2.1.4.3. The parts are fully smashed together and the number of concepts

contained in a word is maximized.

3. A continuum.

3.1. Analytic __________________________________Synthetic

3.2. Despite Millward's comment (50), the history of English is in part the movement from a

more synthetic language to a more analytic language. However, English has never been a

model language of any type.

3.2.1.   OE:  Analytic_________________________English________Synthetic

3.2.2. PDE:  Analytic_______English__________________________Synthetic

3.2.3. The reader's viewpoint; The viewpoint of the reader.

3.2.4. The Department of English vs. The English Department.

4. Syntactic repercussions

4.1. More synthetic languages have less rigidity in terms of word order.

4.1.1. Latin

4.2. More analytic languages rely on word order to carry the semantic load.

4.2.1. English: Paige hit the ball ; The ball hit Paige.


